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Intracellular studies have revealed the importance of co-tuned excitatory and inhibitory inputs to neurons in auditory cortex, but typical spectro-temporal receptive field models of neuronal processing cannot account for this overlapping tuning. Here we apply a new nonlinear modeling framework to extracellular data recorded from primary auditory cortex (A1) that enables us to explore how the interplay of excitation and inhibition contributes to the processing of complex natural sounds. The resulting description produces more accurate predictions of observed spike trains than the linear spectro-temporal model, and the properties of excitation and inhibition inferred by the model are furthermore consistent with previous intracellular observations. It can also describe several nonlinear properties of A1 that are not captured by linear models, including intensity tuning and selectivity to sound onsets and offsets. These results thus offer a broader picture of the computational role of excitation and inhibition in A1, and support the hypothesis that their interactions play an important role in the processing of natural auditory stimuli.
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Introduction

As the standard first-order description of an auditory neuron’s stimulus selectivity, the linear spectro-temporal receptive field (STRF) offers an intuition for how the neuron responds to complex stimuli. Sounds that most closely match the STRF (in both frequency and relative timing) will drive the strongest responses, while sounds that do not match the spectro-temporal pattern of the STRF will drive the neuron weakly or not at all (Aertsen and Johannesma 1981; deCharms et al. 1998; Kowalski et al. 1996). Thus, the STRF can be used to understand the role a neuron plays in representing sounds, as well as predict neuronal responses in a variety of contexts.

However, recent intracellular studies in auditory cortex challenge the applicability of such straightforward stimulus processing to A1 neurons. These studies show that inhibitory inputs onto A1 neurons are often co-tuned with excitation (Dorrn et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2010; Wehr and Zador 2003), and implicate the interplay of excitation and inhibition in particular nonlinear aspects of A1 neuron responses, such as precise timing (Wehr and Zador 2003) and intensity tuning (Wu et al. 2006). Co-tuned excitation and inhibition cannot be directly derived from the linear STRF, which implicitly assumes that neural responses are derived from an average over the neuron’s many inputs. Such averaging necessarily hides the effects of excitation and inhibition where their tuning overlaps (Christianson et al. 2008).

Likewise, studies of primary auditory cortex (A1) in complex stimulus contexts have revealed that responses of A1 neurons can be highly nonlinear (David et al. 2009; Machens et al. 2004; Sahani and Linden 2003). Nonlinear tuning may be particularly important in shaping responses to natural stimuli, as these have rich spectro-temporal dynamics. Recent modeling studies have generally addressed some nonlinear aspects of responses in A1 (Ahrens et al. 2008a; Atencio et al. 2008; David et al. 2009), but none has directly addressed how the interplay of excitation and inhibition might play a role in its nonlinear processing.

Here we employ a novel nonlinear modeling approach designed to infer separate tuning and response properties of excitation and inhibition, from extracellular recordings of neurons in A1 during the presentation of speech stimuli (David et al. 2009). We find that the inferred tuning of excitation and inhibition can predict a variety of neuronal response characteristics that have been identified in A1, including sharp transient responses to sound onset and offset and non-monotonic intensity tuning (Greenwood and Maruyama 1965; Phillips et al. 1995; Schreiner et al. 1992). By capturing both the spectro-temporal tuning...
and nonlinear interactions between putative excitatory and inhibitory elements, the resulting model combines several important aspects of auditory processing in a unified computational framework.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

*Experimental procedures*

Auditory responses were recorded extracellularly from single neurons in primary auditory cortex (A1) of six awake, passively listening ferrets. As described in detail in (David et al. 2009), animals were implanted with a steel headpost to allow for stable recording. While under anesthesia (ketamine and isoflurane), the skin and muscles on the top of the head were retracted from the central 4 cm diameter of skull. Several titanium bone screws were attached to the skull, a custom metal post was glued on the midline, and the entire site was covered with bone cement. After surgery, the skin around the implant was allowed to heal. After recovery, a small craniotomy (1–2 mm diameter) was opened through the cement and skull over auditory cortex. All experimental procedures conformed to standards specified by the National Institutes of Health and the University of Maryland Animal Care and Use Committee.

Single-unit activity was recorded using tungsten microelectrodes (1–5 MO FHC) from head-fixed animals in a double-walled, sound-attenuating chamber (Industrial Acoustics Company). Data were recorded simultaneously from one to four electrodes controlled by independent microdrives using a commercial data acquisition system (Alpha-Omega). The raw electrophysiological trace was digitized and bandpass-filtered between 300 and 6000 Hz. Spiking events were extracted from the continuous signal using principal components analysis and $k$-means clustering. Only clusters with 90% isolation (i.e., 90% spikes in the cluster were likely to have been produced by a single neuron) were used for analysis. After identification of a recording site with isolatable units, a sequence of random tones (100 ms duration, 500 ms separation) was used to measure latency, spectral tuning and in some cases intensity tuning. Neurons were verified as being in A1 by their tonotopic organization, latency, and simple frequency tuning (Bizley et al. 2005).

*Stimuli:*

We recorded the responses of isolated A1 neurons to segments of continuous
speech. Speech samples were taken from the Texas Instruments/Massachusetts Institute of Technology (TIMIT) database (Garofolo 1988). Stimuli were sentences (3–4 s) sampled each from a different speaker and balanced across gender. The digital signals were transformed to analog, equalized to achieve flat gain, and amplified to a calibrated level. Stimuli were presented through an earphone (Etymotics) contralateral to the recording site. Before each experiment, the equalizer was calibrated to achieve flat gain according to the acoustical properties of the earphone insertion. All stimuli were presented at 65 dB peak sound pressure level (SPL). The original stimuli were recorded at 16 kHz and upsampling to 40 kHz using linear interpolation before presentation. Note that, as a result, this means that all stimulus power was below 8 kHz.

In this study we recorded from two sets of neurons. The first set was exposed to a shorter stimulus consisting of 30 sentences, each 3 seconds long. The second set of neurons was presented with a longer stimulus that, in addition to the first stimulus, contained 30 additional sentences, each 4 seconds in duration. All stimuli were repeated five times for nearly all neurons, although in a few cases there were four or six repetitions. We performed all analyses using 5 ms resolution.

Maximum likelihood estimation

We used maximum likelihood estimation to calculate the linear spectro-temporal receptive fields (STRFs) of A1 neurons. The likelihood is the probability of the model given the observed data, and thus maximizing the likelihood (which also maximizes the logarithm of the likelihood) is equivalent to finding the model parameters that best explain the data. The standard log-likelihood is given by (Snyder and Miller 1991):

\[ LL = \sum_{t_s} \log_2 r(t_s) - \sum_t r(t) \]  

where \( r(t) \) is the time-varying firing rate predicted by the model, and \( \{t_s\} \) is the set of observed spike times. Model parameters are optimized to predict a large \( r(t) \) at spike times \( t_s \) (making the first term in eq. 1 large) and low/zero firing rate everywhere else (making the second term small). The values of \( LL \) reported are adjusted by a baseline log-likelihood, defined by the log-likelihood of a model that predicted a stimulus-independent mean firing. As a result, the \( LL \) is larger to the degree that it achieves a better explanation of the data.
than this null model, and it is bounded above by the single spike information (Kouh and Sharpee 2009). It is reported in units of bits per spike.

**The Generalized Linear Model (GLM)**

The STRF is the basis for a first-order model of the relationship between the stimulus and the neural response. Traditionally, the STRF is calculated for auditory neurons using normalized reverse correlation (i.e., the spike-triggered average), which in this case is adjusted for the correlation structure of the stimulus used (Theunissen et al. 2001). Here, we use maximum likelihood estimation in the context of the Generalized Linear Model (GLM) to estimate the STRF (Paninski 2004), which automatically accounts for stimulus correlations, and can also impart more flexibility with regards to regularization (Calabrese et al. 2011). Furthermore, it also allows for direct comparisons with the generalized nonlinear model (GNM) described below, which is estimated with the same approach. Other linear methods such as normalized reverse correlation (David et al. 2007; Theunissen et al. 2001) and boosting (David et al. 2007; Zhang and Yu 2005) implicitly use different cost functions (i.e., minimizing mean-squared error instead of maximizing model likelihood), but yield similar results to these GLM methods (data not shown).

While the GLM approach provides the flexibility to simultaneously include other linear processing elements such as spike-refractoriness (Paninski 2004), here we simply use it in the context of the common Linear-Nonlinear (LN) model (Chichilnisky 2001), which is a cascade model with a predicted firing rate given by:

\[
r(t) = F[k^*s(t)] = F[g(t)]
\]  

(2)

The linear stage embedded in this equation \( g(t) = k^*s(t) = \sum_\tau s(f;t-\tau)k(f,\tau) \) reflects how closely the stimulus \( s(t) \) matches the STRF \( k \). The output of STRF processing \( g(t) \) is then translated into a firing rate through the spiking nonlinearity \( F[.] \), given by the analytic function:

\[
F[g] = \log[1+\exp(g-\theta)]
\]  

(3)

where \( \theta \) is the spike threshold. The form of this nonlinearity guarantees that the likelihood as a function of model parameters has only one unique local maximum (i.e., a global maximum), and thus can be efficiently optimized using gradient ascent to find a the overall
maximum likelihood (Paninski 2004).

A shortcoming of linear models is that, while neurons often are driven by multiple inputs, linear models cannot have more than a single receptive field, because processing by two linear receptive fields, $k_1$ and $k_2$, is mathematically equivalent to that of a single receptive field given by their sum: $[s(t) * k_1] + [s(t) * k_2] = (k_1 + k_2) * s(t) = h_{\text{eff}} * s(t)$.

The intensity-tuned LN model

Linear models assume that the firing rate increases linearly with the power at a given frequency (or log-intensity depending on the representation of the stimulus). However, A1 neuron responses can be saturating with intensity or maximum at a particular intensity (and decreasing for higher intensities). One simple way to fit the property of nonlinear intensity tuning is to explicitly incorporate an “input nonlinearity” into a model (Ahrens et al. 2008a; Ahrens et al. 2008b) that rescales the stimulus intensity, and is applied to the stimulus before processing by the STRF. This input nonlinearity $f_{in}(\cdot)$ can also be efficiently optimized in the context of the GLM framework by representing the input nonlinearity as a linear combination of overlapping tent-basis functions $f_{in}(x) = \sum_n \alpha_n \xi_n(x)$ (Ahrens et al. 2008b). Because the coefficients $\alpha_n$ operate linearly on the stimulus $\xi[s(t,f)]$, they can also be optimized as linear parameters. Bilinear optimization is performed by alternating between optimizing $k$ holding $\alpha$ constant and vice versa until an optimum is reached (Ahrens et al. 2008b).

The Generalized Nonlinear Model (GNM)

The GNM framework is composed of nonlinear elements designed to simulate the effects of excitation and inhibition, and also can be fit to data using maximum likelihood estimation (Butts et al. 2011). It is a cascade model where the predicted firing rate $r(t)$ is given by (Fig. 1A, right):

$$r(t) = F[W_{ex}(t) * h_{ex} + W_{in}(t) * h_{in}]$$

where $F[\cdot]$ is the same spiking nonlinearity as described above, and the two terms summed in the brackets describe the excitatory and inhibitory elements. Each element is constructed to resemble a synaptic input, consisting of how the presynaptic neuron processes the stimulus (resulting in $W_x(t)$) and a “postsynaptic current” $h$, which describes how the
presynaptic neuron's input contributes to the A1 neuron's response. To limit the complexity of the model, in this case each element represents the pooled excitatory or inhibitory input, although it is in principle possible to add further terms in a more general formulation of the GNM.

Also in the spirit of this model being a next-order expansion, we assume that the excitatory and inhibitory inputs $W_x(t)$ are simple linear processes followed by a nonlinearity (i.e., an LN model):

$$W_x(t) = f_x[s(t) * k_x]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $s(t) * k_x$ describes the linear processing by the excitatory or inhibitory STRF $k_x$, and the internal nonlinearity $f_x(.)$ captures the nonlinear processing inherent in the spiking nonlinearity of the previous cell (or group of cells). Note that the labels for each term are meant to describe the intuition behind the structure of the model, but we cannot claim that these terms necessarily represent actual excitatory and inhibitory currents (or conductances) based on this evidence alone, because they might also be affected by other nonlinear aspects of neuronal processing that are not explicitly modeled.

As with the GLM, model parameters are chosen to maximize the log-likelihood of the model prediction given the data (eq. 1). Furthermore, the structure of the GNM (eq. 4) is such that the postsynaptic current terms $h_x$ are acting linearly on functions of the stimulus $W_x(t)$, and thus can be efficiently estimated within the GLM framework described above. Similarly, the internal nonlinearity $f_x(.)$ within $W_x(t)$ can be cast as a linear combination of a set of nonlinear basis functions $f_x(.) = \sum_n a_n \xi_n[.]$, and their coefficients can also be efficiently optimized in the context of the GLM (Ahrens et al. 2008a; Ahrens et al. 2008b). The postsynaptic current terms and internal nonlinearity coefficients constitute a bilinear model, and are optimized by holding one constant while fitting the second in an alternating fashion (Ahrens et al. 2008b). Linear constraints are introduced to enforce the nonlinearities $f_x(.)$ to be monotonic, and the postsynaptic current terms $h_x$ to be only positive (excitatory) or negative (inhibitory), which improved the fitting procedure, and still resulted in the best final solutions. It also constrained the model parameters to the biologically plausible interpretation of excitatory and inhibitory inputs.

Thus, for a given choice of excitatory and inhibitory STRFs $k_x$, all other model parameters (i.e., all $h_x$ and $f_x$) have uniquely specified optimal values through efficient GLM
optimization, with a single log-likelihood \( LL \). As a result, each choice of the excitatory and inhibitory STRFs has a \( LL \) associated with it, and they can thus be optimized through gradient ascent calculation as well (Butts et al. 2011).

Unlike the other model parameters, this optimization of the STRFs \( k_x \) is not guaranteed to yield a global maximum of the log-likelihood. Thus it is important to start the fit with a reasonable guess for the receptive fields, which is constructed from the space-time separable STRF derived with the GLM. The initial guess for both the excitatory and the inhibitory temporal kernel of the GNM is identical to the temporal kernel of the GLM. The initial guess for the frequency kernels differs for excitation and inhibition, with the positive parts \( |k_{GLM}^f|^+ \) of the GLM-frequency kernel \( k_{GLM}^f \) used for the initial guess for the excitatory kernel in the GNM. The initial inhibitory kernel in the GNM is given by \( k_f = |k_{GLM}^f|^-|k_{GLM}^f|^- \), where \( |k_{GLM}^f| = k_{GLM}^f \) for \( k_{GLM}^f < 0 \), and 0 otherwise. This choice of initial conditions consistently gave the best final fits, and for many neurons this was checked for multiple different initial conditions.

We start the optimization procedure by fitting nonlinearities \( f_x(.) \) and postsynaptic current terms \( h_x \), which are fit for both excitation and inhibition terms simultaneously. Then, elements of the excitatory and inhibitory STRFs \( k_x \) are fit, by alternating optimization of the excitatory temporal kernel, the inhibitory temporal kernel, the excitatory frequency kernel, and inhibitory frequency kernel. In between each of these optimization steps, internal nonlinearities and postsynaptic current terms are re-optimized. The fitting process is terminated when the log-likelihood does not increase any more.

After this optimization, as a final step we measure the spiking nonlinearity using the "histogram method" (Chichilnisky 2001): by measuring the probability of a spike for each value of the sum of the terms inside the spiking nonlinearity (eq. 1). Because these estimates can be noisy, we describe the spiking nonlinearity with a parametric function \( F(z) = \alpha/\beta \log [1+\exp(\beta(z-\theta))] \) where \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \theta \) are fit by likelihood optimization. Here \( \alpha \) is the overall slope of the nonlinearity, and \( \beta \) determines the sharpness of the transition from zero firing rate, and \( \theta \) is the threshold. This function empirically resembles the measured spiking nonlinearity quite closely, and its choice has negligible effect on the optimum values for other model parameters.
Dimensionality reduction

Due to the large number of parameters in the two STRFs of the GNM, which contain all combinations of temporal delay and frequency, we approximate each to be frequency-time separable: \( k = k_t k_f \), where \( k_t \) denotes the time kernel and \( k_f \) the frequency kernel.

Because excitatory and inhibitory STRFs are both rank-one (but there are two of them), for a direct comparison with the GLM, we allow the GLM STRF using a rank-2 approximation, i.e., as the sum of two space-time separable STRFs \( k = k_{t1}^* k_{f1} + k_{t2}^* k_{f2} \). In fact, going to a higher rank model for the GLM STRF did not significantly improve model predictions \((N=46, p=0.14)\), consistent with earlier findings (Simon et al. 2007).

Further dimensionality reduction is accomplished by representing the temporal kernels in both models by a set of temporal basis functions \( k_j(t) = \sin[\pi j(2t/\tau-(t/\tau)^2)] \) (Keat et al. 2001), where \( \tau \) is the length of the time kernel. Adjusting \( \tau \) appropriately (130 ms) results in temporal kernels that could accurately describe the range of measured temporal shapes with only eight basis functions.

Finally, to prevent overfitting of postsynaptic current terms, nonlinearities and frequency kernels, we implement "smoothness regularization" by assessing a penalty for non-smooth functions. This is accomplished by maximizing the log-likelihood of the model with the penalty subtracted, i.e., \( LL - \lambda \Lambda \) (Paninski 2004). For the frequency kernel and the postsynaptic current term \( \Lambda = \sum_i (k_r - k_{r-1})^2 \) penalizes the slope of these functions. For the internal nonlinearity we penalize the change of the slope \( \Lambda = \sum_i [(f_{i+1} - f_i) - (f_i - f_{i-1})]^2 \). \( \lambda \) is chosen separately for each function to ensure smoothly varying kernels.

The effective time kernel and STRF

Temporal processing in the GNM is determined by the temporal kernel \( k_t \) of the receptive field as well as the postsynaptic current term \( h \). In order to demonstrate the combined effect of time kernel and postsynaptic current term, we measure the ‘effective time kernel’ \( k_{t\text{eff}} = k_t h \) or the ‘effective STRF’, \( k_{\text{eff}} = (k_t^* h) k_f \) for the GNM. This provides a good approximation to the temporal dynamics generated by each model, and allows for direct comparison of their relative latencies.
Entropy as a measure of frequency tuning width

Because frequency kernels are often not shaped as Gaussians and, for example, might have two peaks, the standard deviation is not a reliable measure of their width. As a result, we used entropy as a measure of their overall width, given by

$$H[k_f] = -\sum f k_f' \log_2 k_f'$$

where $k_f'$ is a normalized version of the frequency kernel where all negative values are first set to zero, and the sum over all frequency entries is set to unity. For a Gaussian frequency kernel, this metric yields a value that varies with the logarithm of its width, and provides an intuitive measure of log-width of non-Gaussian kernels. Exponentiating the difference between the entropies of the two frequency kernels (Fig. 3A) gives the proportionality between their widths.

Measuring model performance

As a measurement of the model performance we compute the log-likelihood ($LL$) for the model prediction on data that was not used in determining the model parameters, resulting in the reported cross-validated log-likelihood $LL_x$. We used 83% of the stimulus as training data and the remaining sequences for cross validation.

Using the $LL$ instead of more traditional performance measures such as $R^2$ has the advantage that the log-likelihood is more sensitive than $R^2$ and a single spike train is sufficient to obtain a reliable log-likelihood. In contrast, $R^2$ depends on the variance of the spike rate, which for small numbers of repeats is strongly affected by the variability of the number of spike counts in each time bin.

Measuring responses to sound onset and sound offset

We observed different cell types distinguished by their preference for sound onset, sound offset, or continuous sounds. Sound onsets and offsets are most relevant for stimuli such as natural speech, which are composed of distinct spectral elements separated by gaps with little or no sound. To determine a given neuron's preference to these sound elements, we parse the stimulus into "events" separated by these gaps, and measure event-triggered averages of cell responses. To find onset events, we average the stimulus spectrogram over all frequencies and find all stimulus sequences that have power below a lower threshold $S_1$ for first 50 ms, and then after a 15 ms transition, power above an upper threshold $S_2$ over
the following 50 ms. The “onset-triggered average” is given by the average firing rate
aligned to these defined onsets (e.g., Fig. 5A). To analyze responses to sound offset, we
similarly identify stimulus sequences where the frequency-averaged stimulus is above $S_2$ for
50 ms, and then after a 15 ms transition, falls below $S_1$ for the following 50 ms. Averaging
across the firing rate of the neuron aligned to this average gives the “offset-triggered
average” (e.g., Fig. 5B).

For the purposes of characterizing the distribution of response dynamics across the
population of neurons in this study, we used criteria to distinguish neurons that are
particularly selective to sound onset, sustained sounds, and sound offsets by comparing
their peak response within the 50 ms following sound onset or offset with their “silence
rate” and “sound rates”. The silence rate and sound rate are defined by the firing rate during
intervals with at least 50 consecutive ms with intensities below $S_1$, and above $S_2$, respectively. Onset cells are defined as onset rate / max(silent rate, sound rate) > 1.7,
sustained cells are given by (sound rate > silence rate) and onset rate / max(silence rate,
sound rate) < 1.7, and offset cells were defined by offset rate / max(sound rate, silence rate)
> 1.2. Neurons that did not meet any of these criteria are considered intermediate cases.

Measuring intensity tuning from natural stimuli

Intensity tuning is typically characterized using pure tones across a range of
intensities. However, because in this study we are mainly interested how intensity tuning is
relevant to the processing of natural stimuli, we developed a method to measure intensity
tuning directly from the speech data.

This measure of intensity tuning is found by cross-correlating the intensity of the
stimulus at the neuron’s best frequency with its response. First, to define a stimulus-
intensity for a given neuron at each time point, we smooth the stimulus intensity at the
neuron’s best frequency over 20 ms bins. We then associate each stimulus intensity with the
observed firing rate delayed by the latency of the neuron (determined by its peak in
temporal STRF), and smoothed over 20 ms bins. To report a single average firing rate as a
function of intensity, we then average the associated firing rate over all instances of that
intensity.
RESULTS

In order to study the interplay of excitation and inhibition in A1 neurons during the processing of complex natural stimuli, we recorded the extracellular responses of 94 single units in passively listening, awake ferrets (David et al. 2009) to continuous human speech from the TIMIT database (Garofolo 1988). We first characterized the representation of sound features in these neurons by their spectro-temporal receptive field (STRF), shown for an example A1 neuron (Fig. 1B, top). Because the STRF is a linear measure, its features have an easy interpretation: excitatory (red) regions denote the frequency and relative timing of stimulus features that, on average, result in a high spike rate, and suppressive (blue) regions label the stimulus features associated with lower spike rates. The STRF has proven useful for characterizing basic tuning properties such as frequency tuning and bandwidth.

Overlap between excitation and inhibition in the GNM

However, because it is a linear measure, the STRF cannot detect overlapping excitation and inhibition. This limitation is due to the fact that the STRF only represents the average correlation between stimulus and response, and excitation and inhibition at a given frequency will cancel each other out. As a result, a given spectro-temporal location in the STRF can only show the dominant excitatory or inhibitory component present (i.e., red and blue regions in Fig. 1B).

To address this limitation of linear-STRF-based models, we use a new approach, the Generalized Nonlinear Model (GNM), which explicitly models excitation and inhibition with separate linear STRFs that are combined nonlinearly to produce the neural response (Butts et al. 2011). The GNM framework models excitation and inhibition as separate nonlinear elements, each composed of a linear STRF that specifies the stimulus tuning of the element (Fig. 1B, bottom), and an internal nonlinearity that describes how processing by its STRF nonlinearly influences the neuron’s response (Fig. 1C). The two nonlinear elements are linearly combined in a final linear stage before a final spiking nonlinearity is applied to map the combination of excitation and inhibition into a firing rate (Fig. 1A, right). This “LNL(N) cascade” is specifically designed to capture the effects of excitation and inhibition on a neuron’s response: given the internal nonlinearities are rectifying, each nonlinear element
can only either contribute to an increase in firing rate or decrease in firing rate, but not both. Because presumably A1 neurons receive many inputs (excitatory and inhibitory), this model might be viewed as a next-order advance to the single linear STRF based model, which now considers two pools of neurons instead of one. Because the excitatory and inhibitory STRFs are separately processed by their internal nonlinearity before getting summed together, their effects generally will not cancel at a given location, meaning that overlapping excitation and inhibition can have non-trivial effects on the neuron’s response to complex stimuli, and – as we show – can contribute to nonlinear effects such as intensity tuning and nonlinear selectivity to stimulus dynamics.

The GNM reveals largely overlapping spectro-temporal tuning of excitation and inhibition (Fig. 1B), as expected from intracellular studies (Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003; Wu et al. 2006). Furthermore, it captures exactly how each term is nonlinear, finding that the “internal nonlinearities” for both excitation and inhibition are typically rectifying and saturating (Fig. 1C). Although they often share such qualitative features, the differences between these internal nonlinearities can impart important dynamical properties of the neuron’s responses, as described below.

The GNM also describes the observed spike train more accurately than the standard linear-nonlinear (LN) model based on the STRF (Fig. 1D), with the percent of explained variance (or $R^2$) of the GNM nearly double that of the STRF-based LN model for the neuron shown ($R^2(\text{GN}) = 0.12$ and $R^2(\text{LN}) = 0.07$). Because of the typical variability of the spike train recorded in awake A1, as well as the number of repeated presentations of the stimulus this allowed (resulting in the relatively low $R^2$ for both models), we move to a more sensitive measure of performance, the cross-validated log-likelihood (Eq. 1, see Methods), which shows a similar trend as $R^2$: $LL_x(\text{GN}) = 0.40$ bits/spk and $LL_x(\text{LN}) = 0.30$ bits/spk. The $LL_x$ is generally a more sensitive measure for model performance than $R^2$ (Butts et al. 2011), and is particularly useful at the high time resolutions used here (5 ms), which typically require more than five repeated trials to accurately estimate firing-rate based metrics such as $R^2$. Using this measure allows us to accurately report model performance across the population of neurons recorded ($N = 94$), which shows significant improvement in the GNM over the STRF-based model (Fig. 2).
Receptive field properties of excitatory and inhibitory elements

Although the GNM uses extracellular data to indirectly infer the excitatory and inhibitory tuning properties, our results are consistent with previous characterizations of the spectral and temporal tuning of inhibition observed in intracellular studies (Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003; Wu et al. 2006) (Sun et al. 2010; Sutter et al. 1999). In particular, putative excitation and inhibition are usually co-tuned, with inhibition and excitation peaking at the same frequency for 44% of the neurons in this study (41/94) and within one-half octave for an additional 35% (33/94).

We also compared each model component’s frequency selectivity, using entropy as a non-parametric measure of tuning width (see Methods). Higher entropy corresponds to broader, more distributed tuning, while lower entropy signifies sharper, peaked frequency sensitivity. Due to the non-Gaussian shape of many of the frequency tuning curves, entropy is more consistent as a measure of tuning curve width than conventional measures such as standard deviation. For 88% (83/94) of the analyzed cells the inhibitory frequency kernel is broader than the excitatory one (Fig. 3A), and the median difference in entropy corresponds to a 40% increase in the width (measured in octaves) of inhibition relative to excitation. This observation is broadly consistent with previous intracellular studies comparing the widths of excitation and inhibition using pure tones (Wu et al. 2008).

[Figure 3 about here]

Finally, we compared the latency tuning in the GNM and found a delay between peak excitation and peak inhibition for the majority of cells (Fig. 3B), as also has previously been observed intracellularly (Oswald et al. 2006; Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003). However, as described in more detail below, the difference in latency of the STRF itself is just part of the picture, and the overall delay of output of excitation and inhibition in complex stimulus contexts can also be influenced by other factors than the difference in their temporal peaks, including their shape and rising phase, as well as the dynamics of the stimulus, and details of the nonlinear processing itself.

Intensity tuning through the interplay of excitation and inhibition

Although linear models implicitly predict stronger responses for a louder stimulus, a fraction of A1 neurons fire maximally for stimuli at a particular intensity, above which their
response decreases with increasing sound level (Sutter and Loftus 2003). Even neurons that
are not intensity tuned will still not respond linearly with intensity and, for example, might
saturate or have a different slope at different intensity levels. Such nonlinear intensity
tuning of A1 neurons has been a focus of much past work (Sutter and Loftus 2003; Tan et al.
2007; Watkins and Barbour 2011; Wu et al. 2006) and has been explicitly addressed in
previous models of A1 neurons (Ahrens et al. 2008b).

While normally studied in the context of pure tones, this study provided the
opportunity to analyze whether intensity tuning is present and relevant in the context of
naturalistic stimuli. Intensity tuning can be measured directly from the neuron’s response
to naturalistic sounds, by averaging the firing rate over brief segments of the speech
stimulus with different intensities at the neuron’s best frequency (see Methods). These
measurements reveal a diversity of intensity tuning (Fig. 4A), much of which is nonlinear.

We measured the degree of nonlinear intensity tuning using the correlation
coefficient between stimulus intensity and resulting firing rate (Fig. 4B), with linear
relationships having the highest correlation (maximum of one). Although few cells are fully
linear, half have a correlation coefficient >0.75 and are approximately monotonic and
saturating (Fig. 4B, right inset). The other half of the neurons have a diversity of nonlinear
intensity-tuning, for example with a peak at intermediate intensity (middle inset), or with
intensity and firing rate not discernibly correlated (left inset). The overall prevalence of
intensity tuning observed here is consistent with former studies (Clarey et al. 1994; Imig et

Due to the observed intensity tuning, the incorporation of an input nonlinearity that
directly scales the intensity of the stimulus (Ahrens et al. 2008a) is able to improve the
performance of an STRF-based model (“LN+INL” in Fig. 4C), and better predicts the
observed nonlinear intensity tuning. We were surprised to find, however, that the GNM,
which has no explicit mechanism for intensity tuning, predicts intensity tuning just as well
as where intensity tuning is explicitly fit. This is demonstrated by comparing the correlation
between the level tuning curves calculated from each model with the observed level tuning
curves (Fig. 4C). Across the population, the match is significantly better for the GNM than
for the LN model (t-test: $p=0.02$), and this difference is more pronounced for the intensity-
tuned neurons ($c_{in}<0.75$, Fig 4C). The emergent property of intensity tuning in the GNM can be further confirmed by generating simulated data using the GNM that is fit to a given neuron. When the LN model with an input nonlinearity is applied to this simulated data, it identifies an input nonlinearity that is very close to that measured from the data (Fig. 4D).

How does the GNM create intensity tuning? Intensity tuning occurs because the relative strength of excitation compared to inhibition differs at different intensities. This balance between excitation and inhibition depends on the internal nonlinearities of each element, combined with the spectro-temporal dynamics of the stimulus. Consider the simple example of the presentation of pure tones, with two different intensities $I_1$ and $I_2$ (Fig. 4E). At a particular time after the stimulus onset (for example $t_1=80$ ms), the stimulus filtered by the excitatory versus inhibitory STRF is higher for excitation due to the different timing of STRF processing (with inhibition lagging). Because of the shape of the internal nonlinearities, for the lower intensity $I_1$, a smaller difference in filtered stimulus between excitation and inhibition will lead to a large difference in the excitatory versus inhibitory output (Fig. 4E, middle and left), resulting in a high firing rate (not shown). This situation changes at a higher intensity $I_2$, where the filtered stimuli are even further apart, but project onto a part of their respective nonlinearities where the slope is much smaller (Fig. 4E, middle and right). As a result, the temporal delay of the inhibitory STRF processing does not result in a large difference in module output and the net response is attenuated.

In this way, the combination of the nonlinear processing of excitation and inhibition, combined with temporal dynamics of the stimulus, gives rise to non-monotonic intensity tuning. Such intensity tuning is emergent in the context of the GNM, resulting from the excitatory and inhibitory terms meant to predict the observed spike times. In addition to rediscovering this potential mechanism for intensity tuning (which has been suggested in intracellular studies (Tan et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2006), our work suggests that intensity tuning will also be influenced by stimulus dynamics, as well as the presence of particular stimulus features that match the excitatory and/or inhibitory STRFs, and thus is likely to play a more complex role in the processing of natural sounds.

Diversity of responses to stimulus dynamics through the interplay of excitation and inhibition

In addition to providing a possible mechanism for non-monotonic level tuning, nonlinearities associated with excitation and inhibition may also govern how neurons respond to sound onsets and offsets. Onset and offset dynamics are typically studied using
isolated sounds, and, as with intensity tuning, the use of a more complex stimulus requires
the derivation of new measures of onset and offset tuning. We capture such tuning in the
case of speech stimuli by measuring event-triggered average firing rates (Fig. 5A and B),
where the neuron's firing rate is averaged over all instances of a sharp increase or decrease
in stimulus intensity at the neuron's best frequency (see Methods). This reveals neurons
that have a strong response to sound onset (Fig. 5A), as well as those that respond to sound
offsets (Fig. 5B).

The type of response to sound onset and offset can be explained through the
interplay of excitation and inhibition, as captured by the GNM. The degree to which the
model can capture this for each neuron is represented by the correlation coefficient
between observed and predicted event-triggered averages, shown for the particular cases in
Fig. 5A and B, as well as across the population of neuron in the study where enough data
was taken to accurately estimate them (N=45). This reveals that the GNM predicts onset and
offset responses significantly better than the LN model (Fig. 5C, paired t-test: p=0.01 for
onsets, p=0.001 for offsets).

Furthermore, the event-triggered average also reveals a third class of neurons that
have sustained responses to sounds. In such cases, the response to a particular stimulus
event can be higher during a sustained period of the sound compared with the sound onset.
For the neurons where we recorded enough data to perform this event-triggered analysis
(N=45), 60% had a strong onset response with little sustained activity, and 24% gave strong
sustained responses. Of the “onset neurons”, 15% (N=4) also had strong offset responses.
Finally, there was a single example with high spontaneous firing rate that decreased during
sounds. The remaining neurons were intermediate cases (see Methods for specific
classification criteria).

Like nonlinear intensity tuning, the model's prediction of the responses to sound
onset and sound offset are influenced by interactions between the temporal selectivity of
excitation and inhibition and the shape of their nonlinearities, which is considered for
example neurons of each type in Figure 6.
Response to sound onset

Consider an example cell that strongly responds to sound onset (Fig. 6A). In this case, the GNM time kernels of both excitation and inhibition are biphasic, with a large positive peak followed by a smaller negative peak (Fig. 6D). Such biphasic temporal kernels are naturally selective for sound onset, but in this case the output of this temporal filtering is still significantly broader than the actual response of the neuron (Fig. 6J). For this neuron, additional sharpening comes through the delay between excitation and inhibition. At sound onset, the excitatory filter output rises earlier than the inhibitory output, producing sharp onset responses that are promptly extinguished by the delayed inhibition.

The excitatory and inhibitory nonlinearities can also produce transient responses even without any difference in temporal dynamics. This is illustrated by the excitatory and inhibitory nonlinearities for the example neuron that responds strongly to onset (Fig. 6G), which resemble each other in shape, but the excitatory nonlinearity rises at lower filter output. Thus, as sound intensity increases immediately following onset, excitation will rise sooner due to the sharper rise in excitatory nonlinearity. In this way, the nonlinearities can amplify the time delay between excitation and inhibition at sound onset, leading to a strong onset response (Fig. 6J).

Sustained activity

Figure 6B shows an example cell that demonstrates sustained activity. In this case, the GNM time kernels are nearly monophasic and hence do not produce notable peaks at sound onset or offset. While, like in the previous example, the increase and peak of the inhibitory time kernel is shifted to later times, there is also a large difference between the nonlinearities for large filter output. Hence, the nonlinearity amplifies the excitatory response to sounds that match its best frequency compared to the inhibitory response, resulting in sustained activity that is larger than the activity at sound onset.

Response to sound offset

The last case we consider is a neuron that responds to sound offset (Fig. 6C). In this case, there is no explicit delay between the GNM temporal kernels and thus the filter outputs show little difference between excitation and inhibition at sound offset. However,
because the excitatory nonlinearity is amplified compared with that of inhibition, inhibition decreases earlier than excitation, resulting in a peak in the firing rate at sound offset.

**DISCUSSION**

Here we present a phenomenological model of A1 responses to naturalistic stimuli that characterizes the interplay of putative excitatory and inhibitory inputs, motivated by numerous intracellular studies demonstrating their importance in shaping neuronal tuning (Sun et al. 2010; Tan et al. 2007; Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003; Wu et al. 2006). By incorporating these basic, physiologically motivated mechanisms, the model is able to explain several nonlinear response properties of A1 neurons, including intensity tuning and selectivity to stimulus dynamics. These additional nonlinear properties are not explicitly fit by the model, which only uses observed spike times during naturalistic stimuli. Instead, these properties emerge from the resulting interplay of excitation and inhibition. These observations suggest a unified framework that relates the neuron’s nonlinear physiological properties directly to several previously disparate nonlinear functional properties important for processing natural sounds.

In incorporating specific physiological details into a phenomenological model, the GNM can inform future intracellular experiments, which are relatively low-yield and limited to short experimental durations. The GNM characterization of the putative excitatory and inhibitory tuning is consistent with past observations, including comparisons of their spectral tuning (Wu et al. 2008) and their relative timing (Oswald et al. 2006; Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003; Zhang et al. 2003), and mechanisms of intensity tuning (Tan et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2006). Importantly, the fact that these functional properties occur in the context of naturalistic stimuli demonstrates the relevance of intracellular dynamics to behaviorally relevant conditions. In this way, the resulting GNM descriptions also describe expected dynamics of inhibition and excitation in more complex contexts, setting the foundation for further exploration using targeted intracellular studies in this stimulus regime.

**Intensity tuning predicted by the GNM**

A prominent aspect of nonlinear processing observed in A1 is intensity tuning (Greenwood and Maruyama 1965; Phillips et al. 1995; Schreiner et al. 1992). This is
normally studied in the context of simple tones, but its effects are less clear in more natural contexts such as speech, where sound intensity can vary on both short and longer time scales, for example over the course of individual words (David et al. 2009), or due to distances from sound sources and other aspects of a changing natural environment, respectively. We describe a method for measuring intensity tuning in this more natural context, which not only demonstrates the relevance of intensity tuning to more spectro-temporally complex stimuli but also provides a new measure to validate how well different models capture intensity tuning. Such measured intensity tuning qualitatively – but not quantitatively – agrees with that measured with pure tones (data not shown). It would not necessarily be expected to agree in detail due to the effect of stimulus context on A1 responses (Asari and Zador 2009), as well as the dependence of excitatory and inhibitory balance underlying intensity tuning on the dynamics of the stimulus (e.g., Fig. 4E).

Although the structure of the GNM has no explicit mechanism to capture intensity tuning, it was able to predict A1 intensity tuning in this natural context better than the linear model and as well or better than a model with explicit intensity tuning (Ahrens et al. 2008b). The GNM produced this intensity tuning through the separate nonlinearities associated with excitation and inhibition, which lead to a changing balance between them as a function of stimulus intensity and temporal dynamics. Such an explanation for nonlinear intensity tuning has been proposed to explain intracellular observations of the different dependence of excitation and inhibition separately on intensity of tones (Tan et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2006). The modeling results presented here underscore the relevance of these observations for more natural contexts, and further suggest that tuning to intensity and stimulus dynamics are inter-related. This might be explicitly tested in future experiments by presenting tones at best frequency that are ramped up in intensity at different speeds, and either comparing the spike output to that predicted by the GNM, or measuring the underlying dynamics of excitation and inhibition directly through intracellular recordings.

Of course, it is possible that some aspects of intensity tuning are inherited from the inputs to A1 (Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003), which can be modeled by an input nonlinearity (Ahrens et al. 2008a). Because such a mechanism, as well other aspects of the multilinear modeling framework suggested by Ahrens et al. (2008a), can be explicitly incorporated into a broader GNM, such possibilities might also be addressed in future modeling studies.
Response dynamics in naturalistic contexts

Speech is different from synthetic stimuli typically used for functional characterization of A1 (e.g., dynamic random chords (deCharms et al. 1998) and ripples (Kowalski et al. 1996) in that it is composed of discrete syllables separated by gaps, making the model’s ability to reproduce onset, offset, and sustained responses highly relevant to its overall performance. The GNM can predict the responses to sound onset and offsets, again through the interplay of excitation and inhibition. Onset neurons can produce transient responses through a relative delay of inhibition in comparison to excitation, which has been suggested through numerous intracellular studies, both in A1 (Tan and Wehr 2009; Wehr and Zador 2003; Zhang et al. 2003) and throughout sensory cortices (Cardin et al. 2007; Gabernet et al. 2005; Okun and Lampl 2008; Wilent and Contreras 2005). In addition, we found that differences in the nonlinear gain associated with excitation and inhibition can contribute to these responses, even when the latencies of excitation and inhibition are the same.

Only 60% of A1 neurons recorded are clear onset cells, and for neurons exhibiting different dynamics, the GNM revealed a different interplay of excitation and inhibition. In particular, 15% of neurons have a clear offset response, which the GNM described by rebound from inhibition. Such a mechanism has been suggested from intracellular studies (Qin et al. 2007), although more recent work found offset responses arising from a distinct set of inputs (Scholl et al. 2010). The GNM in its current form does not address the possibility of separate offset-tuned inputs, but in future work might be modified to incorporate a second set of excitatory inputs that could identify such offset inputs. In either case, as with intensity tuning, the relevance of such mechanisms in predicting the response to natural stimuli further supports the relevance of offset responses.

Comparisons to other nonlinear models

While sensory neurons are typically modeled through linear methods based on the spike-triggered average, there have recently been new techniques to capture prominent nonlinearities in the auditory system (Ahrens et al. 2008b; Atencio et al. 2009; David et al. 2009), in part due to the recognition that linear models miss significant aspects of A1 processing (Machens et al. 2004).
Two main approaches have been taken to model nonlinear aspects of A1 neuron responses. One approach has been to identify additional stimulus features (in addition to the linear STRF) that contribute to the computation underlying the neuronal response, for example using spike-triggered covariance (STC) (Sen et al. 2000) or maximally-informative dimension (MID) analysis (Atencio et al. 2008; 2009). Such approaches reliably show that computation in A1 involves higher-order computation on multiple stimulus features, although no constraints are introduced into the type of computation being done with these additional features, often making it less clear what mechanisms this higher-order description is capturing, and how they contribute to previously characterized nonlinear processing in A1.

A second approach has taken an opposite tack, by incorporating model components to capture specific nonlinear elements of A1 processing, such as intensity tuning and dependence on stimulus context (Ahrens et al. 2008a). This approach has been cast as a multilinear model, which has the additional advantage that it can be efficiently estimated using linear approaches to optimize model parameters.

The GNM takes a third approach, which, instead of modeling specific nonlinear response properties, introduces nonlinearities to approximate the underlying nonlinear mechanisms known to be present (and likely contribute to the response). It focuses on what is expected to be a dominant nonlinearity in A1 (Dorrn et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2010; Wehr and Zador 2003), and it is not expected to capture nonlinear processing that occurs over the multiple stages preceding A1. Likewise, by looking for filters coupled to separate nonlinearities that are then added together (in an LNL cascade), it potentially lacks the generality of discovering relevant stimulus dimensions using overall differences in covariance or maximizing information between spikes and the general distribution as in STC (Schwartz et al. 2006) and MID (Sharpee et al. 2004) analyses. This lack of generality could hurt the GNM performance when considering nonlinear processing of forms not captured by its structure, but it will likely be much more efficient with data when the relevant nonlinearities have the same structure.

Thus, while there is no guarantee that focusing on internal nonlinear mechanisms would necessarily describe the observed response nonlinearities, we found that they did, suggesting that this interplay of excitation and inhibition is important in shaping these nonlinear response properties. While this is by no means proof that such nonlinear mechanisms are responsible for observed A1 nonlinearities, it does provide a unified
framework for linking observable physiology to functional models in complex stimulus contexts. In this sense, by approximating biologically plausible nonlinearities, the GNM provides specific mechanistic predictions for how A1 computation is implemented, which can be directly tested using intracellular recordings.

Conclusion

We present a description of processing in A1 in a natural stimulus context and describe how many previously observed nonlinearities may arise through the interplay of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. In particular, the interplay of excitation and inhibition explained functional properties that were not explicitly modeled, including nonlinear intensity tuning, and responses to sound onset and offset. As the interaction of excitation and inhibition plays a key role in many brain areas, this model may also lead to more accurate descriptions of neuronal processing outside of A1.
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Figure 1. Nonlinear modeling predicts overlapping excitation and inhibition. A. Model schematics for the LN model compared with the GNM. Rather than attempting to capture all stimulus processing with a single linear STRF (left), the GNM (right) explicitly models excitatory and inhibitory inputs as separate LN elements, which are then linearly combined and passed through a spiking nonlinearity. B. The linear spectro-temporal receptive field (STRF) (top) compared with separate STRFs for excitation and inhibition (bottom) of the GNM. To compare the excitatory and inhibitory influences between the two models, white and gray contours show the 40% of the peak magnitude of excitatory and suppressive elements in the linear STRF (top), compared to black contours showing the 40% peak magnitude of the excitatory and inhibitory STRFs of the GNM (bottom). This illustrates that “excitatory” regions of the linear STRF (white) are smaller than the excitation predicted by the GNM (black, lower left), and the linear STRF has small flanking suppressive regions (gray) compared with the broader inhibition in the GNM (black, lower right) that largely overlaps with the GNM excitation. C. Nonlinearities measured in the GNM for the excitatory (green) and inhibitory (red) module. The gray histogram shows the distribution of the filtered stimulus values for the training data, over which the nonlinearities are applied. D. Cross-validated PSTH for the GNM (magenta) and the LN model (cyan). The measured firing rate is shown in grey.

Figure 2. Comparison of GNM and LN model performance. Each circle represents a neuron in this study (N = 94), comparing the log-likelihood calculated from cross-validation data for the LN model (horizontal axis) and GNM (vertical axis). Nearly all points are above the diagonal line, showing the GNM performs significantly better than the LN model (p=4*10^-12) for predicting A1 responses.

Figure 3. Comparisons between excitatory and inhibitory STRFs estimated by the GNM. A. Histogram showing the difference between the widths of excitatory and inhibitory frequency kernels for all neurons in this study (N=94), measured using entropy as a non-parametric measure of broadness of tuning. Nearly all values are negative, demonstrating that the inhibitory frequency kernel of the model is nearly always more broadly tuned than that of excitation. B. Histogram showing the measured delay between the peak of the
effective excitatory and inhibitory time kernels for the same neurons (N=94), demonstrating that inhibition is usually delayed relative to excitation.

Figure 4. Intensity tuning through the interplay of excitation and inhibition as predicted by the GNM. A. Level-tuning curves of two example neurons measured in the context of speech stimuli (black). The shapes of these curves are reproduced by level-tuning curves measured from simulated spike trains generated by the GN model (dashed) for each neuron. B. Histogram of the correlation between sound intensity and firing rate across the population of neurons in this study (N = 94). This “level-rate correlation” is negative for neurons that respond best to soft sounds (left), small for neurons with non-monotonic intensity tuning (middle), and close to unity for neurons with monotonic intensity tuning (right). Insets demonstrate particular examples, compared to what is predicted by the GNM, as in (A). C. The mean correlation coefficient across subsets of neurons between the intensity tuning curve of the measured data and the prediction of the different models for neurons with more linear (c_{lin}>0.75) and more nonlinear (c_{lin}<0.75) intensity tuning. D. A direct measurement of the input nonlinearity (INL) into an LN model, shown for an example neuron that has a non-monotonic intensity tuning (black), is another way to characterize intensity tuning. This measure of intensity tuning is also largely reproduced by the output of the GNM (dashed), shown relative to the overall distribution of intensities of the stimulus (gray histogram). E. A demonstration of how intensity tuning is generated by the GNM. The outer plots show the excitatory (solid) and inhibitory (dashed) module output for a 100 ms pure tone (black bar) at the preferred frequency of the cell and at two different intensities (I_1: left, I_2: right). At t=80 ms after tone onset (dashed grey) excitation and inhibition differ substantially for the lower intensity I_1 (left), but much less so for the higher intensity I_2 (right). The strength of the module outputs depends on the respective nonlinearities (center), which are shown in relation to the distribution of the generating signal. Because the nonlinearities here are saturating, for a similar difference in the generating signal (center, horizontal axis), a larger difference in module output (vertical axis) occurs at lower intensity (left) compared with the higher intensity (right).

Figure 5. Responses to stimulus dynamics. A. The average response to stimulus onsets of an example neuron that has a strong onset response (solid), compared with that predicted
by the GNM (dashed) and LN model (dotted). PSTH and model predictions have been averaged over all stimulus sequences that had low sound intensity during the time interval marked in dark grey followed by high sound intensity during the time interval marked in light grey ($c_{LN} = 0.81$, $c_{GN} = 0.87$). B. The average response to offsets of an example neuron that has a strong offset response, with similar model comparisons ($c_{LN} = -0.60$, $c_{GN} = 0.90$). C. Histograms show the correlation coefficient between the event-triggered averages for the measured firing rate and the firing rate predicted by the LN model (gray) and the GNM (black) for onsets (C) and offsets (D) across the subset of neurons where enough data was available to reliably estimate the event-triggered averages ($N=45$).

Figure 6. The generation of responses to different stimulus dynamics through the interplay of excitation and inhibition as predicted by the GNM. A. Average PSTH (red) and GNM prediction (blue) at stimulus onset for a neuron with strong onset response. B. Average PSTH (red) and GNM prediction (blue) at stimulus onset for a neuron with a low onset and strong sustained response. C. Average PSTH (red) and GNM prediction (blue) at stimulus onset for a neuron with a strong offset response. (D-F) Time kernels and (G-I) nonlinearities for the GNM that describes the example cells in (A-C). Here, the gray histograms show the distributions of the filtered stimuli to which the nonlinearities are applied. (J-L) Demonstration of how the temporal kernel and nonlinearities result in a neuron’s particular response to stimulus dynamics, from the sound spectrogram (top) to the generating signal, i.e., $k_s(t)$ (2nd row), filtering by the nonlinearities (3rd row), to the predicted firing rate (bottom). J. Here an onset causes a peak in the generating signal with a small delay between excitation (green) and inhibition (red). This delay is amplified when processed by the nonlinearity, resulting in a sharp peak of the firing rate at sound onset. K. Here the nonlinearity most strongly amplifies excitation over inhibition for high values of the generating signal, resulting in high sustained activity. L. At sound offset, excitatory and inhibitory generator functions decrease nearly simultaneously. However, amplification of excitation by the nonlinearity leads to a sharp peak of the firing rate at sound offset.
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A. Firing rate vs. intensity for linear and nonlinear level tuning neurons. The solid black line represents data, and the dashed line represents GN. 

B. Level-to-rate correlation ($C_{LR}$) for different intensity ranges. The bars represent the number of cells, and the graphs show the firing rate vs. intensity for different $C_{LR}$ values.

C. Level tuning correlation for linear and nonlinear level tuning neurons. The bars represent the correlation values for LN, LN+INL, and GN neurons, with asterisks indicating statistical significance ($p<0.01$, $p=0.009$, $p=0.046$).

D. Relative input scaling (arb. units) vs. intensity (dB SPL). The gray shaded area represents the intensity distribution, with INL from GNM and INL from data indicated.

E. Module output (arb. units) vs. time (ms) for different excitation and inhibition levels. The inset shows the intensity distribution (INL from data) with $t_1$ and $t_2$ marked. The dashed lines indicate $\Delta(filt\,\,stim)$ for $I_1$ and $I_2$. 

Nonlinearities are depicted with dashed lines indicating excitation (exc) and inhibition (inh) responses.